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By Robert M. Reynolds and Robert I. Samxmds 

A wind-tmmel investigation has been made to evaluate the effects 
of Mach rm&er e&Reynolds nu&er on the characteristics of the inter- 
nal andexternalflowabout anE+ype cowling suitable fcrr aturb% 
propeller power-plast imteU.ation, Surface-fpressure distributions, 
cowl-gap flow, tote+pressure recmerles, and mmentum losses in the 
cowl wake were masured for the model at an angle of attack of O" with 
the cowling stationmy, that is, not rotating. With the fnlet-mlocity 
ratio varied between 0.06 and 0.78, data were obtained for a Reynolds 
number of 1.8OlnfllionthroughaMachnu&errange of 0.23t00.88 and 
for Reynolds mu&em of 5.20 and 8.10 miUion at a Mach nuznber of 0.23. 

For a given inlet-velocity ratio, increasSng either the %chnu&er 
or the Reynolds ntier resulted in only small chmges tithe pressure 
recoveriee in the duct asd in-the external-drag coefficient of the cowl. 
The measured critic& Mach n&r of the cowl was 0.83 for inlet-velocity 
ratios of 0.3 or greater. 

For inletqelocity rattles less than about 0.15, negative pressure- 
coefficfent peaks occurred near the leading edge of the cowl. Generally, 
increasing the iulet-velocity ratio resulted in more positive pressure 
coefficients on the external surface of ths cowl, lower rmecovery 
ratios in the duct, and decreasing external-drag coefficients for the 
cowl. 

The cowl-ap leakage air flow had little effect on the exbernal 
pressure distributions. The total--pressure losses through the cowl gap 
were small. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Average ram+recovery ratios at the compressor inlet were 0.98 or 
higher throughout the Mach mmiber range for inlet-velocity ratios of 0.4 
or less. 

IN!I!RODUCTION 

A growing need for data concerning the high-peed characteristics 
of air inlets stitabl8 for the turbine-ipropeller type of pmruplant 
installation has recently led to increased emphasis on research in this 
field. One of the principal problems encountered in the design of a 
powers-plant installation utilizing a turbine engine is the efficient 
handling of the large quantities of air reqtiredbythe engine. The 
Wm E4yps cowling is one of the inlet typss under consideration for 
obtaining efficient air inductZon for the turbfne-propeller power plant. 

The @-type cowlLug, as described in reference 1, is a cowling 
designed to rotate with a propeller and consists of an external cowling 
and an Internal spinner which are interconnected by streamline fairings 
for the propeller blade shanks. Specific information 3?8galFdiZlg the 
aerodynamic characteristics and design of tha E4ype cowling is rather 
limited. The most recent investigation for which published data am 
available is an experixmntal and analytical study of the pressur~ise 
and leakage--loss characteristic8 of a rotating cowling (reference I.). 
Also available are the- results of tests to determine the effect of 
the cowling gap on the pressures available for cooling fnthe R-type 
cowling (reference 2). Both of these reports present data mly for low 
speed6. Inf'om.&ion regsrding the characteristic8 of open-nose inlet 
configurations, applicable in the design of E4ype cowlings, is more 
complete. Reference 3 is a report of.an ixmestigation at low test speeds 
of a group of RACA l-series cowlings tith and without spinners, and 
includes design charts md the procedure for the selection of cowlings 
for specffic Big-peed requ3rercents. References 4 and 5 report on 
imestigatfons of opsr+nose inlets at high speeds. 

The present tests were conducted in the Amss IL&foot pressure wind 
tunnel to ascertain the subsonic Mach and Reynolds number effects on the 
characteristics of the internal and external flow about a representatfve 
turbine-propeller installationutilizing s,nlWCAE-ty~m cowling, The 
tests were mad8 with the cowlfng stationary, that is, nonrotating, and 
at as angle of attack of 0'. 
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cross-sectfmal area in 8 plane perpendicular to the m&e1 
center line, square feet 

speed of.sound, feet per second 

orifice coefficient for the cowl gap 

externs&drag coefficient -%L 
(0%) Q 

external drag, pounds 

totsl pressure , pounds per square foot 

ram-recovery ratio 
i 
Mach nuder a 0 

v_ 

critical Mach nu&er, the free--stream Bach nuniber at which sonic 
velocity is first attained on the external surface of the cowl 

mass rate of internal flow (pAV), slugs per second 

mass-rflow ratio (Z?) 

pressure cwfficierct 7 
( > 

critical pressure coefffcient, corresponding to local Mach ~LIIE+ 
ber of 1.0 

static pressure, pounds per square foot 

dynamic pressure $ 
( > 

,poW per squsre foot 

Reynolds nuniber 

radius from cowling center line, inches 
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V velocity, feet per second 

Wa weight rate of flow, pounds per second 

X total length of any component of the model, such as the cowl, 
spinner, or propeller-blade-shank fairing, inches 

x distance from any reference, suchasthe leadingedge of the 
cowl, spinner, or propeller-+lade+&mk fairing, measured 
alongthelongitudinal&mis, inchss 

P IWSB density of air, slugs ger cubic foot 

P viscosity of air, slugs per footsecond 

(u angular station, clockwise from top center when viewed looking 
dawnstream, degrees 

Subscripts 

The numrical subecripts refer to stations shmm in figure 1. 

0 free stream 

1 cowling inlet 

2 aowl-gap exit 

a ram-recoverg rakS location 

4 compressoz-&ifet rake location 

5 drag-survey rake location 

b propelle+b~hank fairing 

C cowl 

s spinner 

!l?he principal model dimensions and the variation of the duct sxea 
with longitudinal station are shown in figure 1. A photograph of the 
model installed in the U-foot pressure tind tunnel is shown in figure 2, . 
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Coordinates for the internal aM external contours are listed Tn table I. 

Design of the Model 

The model investigated was a l/+scale represelrtation of pertinent 
partions of aturbinelpropeller instaUationutiliz2m.ganRACAE-tgpe 
cowling. 

The following conditions were assumed for the fullecale design: 
an operating altitude of 35,ooO feet, a flight Msch ntier of 0.80 
(critical Mach nun&er of the cowl to be 0.83), and a turbfne engine of 
the 5,000 to 6,000 horsepower class at design altitude and speed, requir- 
ing air at the rate of 40 pounds per second and a cowling diamter of 
70 inches. 

The mainfeatures of the full-ecale designbetueenthe cowling 
inlet and the compressor inlet of the turbine engTne were represented in 
the model. The first step in the full+cale design was the selection of 
the smallest EMA l-series spinner which would enclose a representative 
propeller hub. !l%e spinner chosen, following the designation of refer- 
ence 3, was the HACA l-kl.43-Oh2.86 spinner. Then, with an allowance 
for air flow through the cm1 gap at a rate equal to 17 percent of the 
flow through the inlet, an EACA 143cries ape-se cowling was selected 
for the flight Mach nmiber of 0.80, the critical Mach ntmiber of 0.83, 
and a design inletvelocity ratio of 0.3. Fromthe design charts of 
reference 3, the cowling chosen, with an EACA l--eeries inner-lfp fairing, 
was the lTACA1-51~ll? cowl. PropellezGkdad~hank fairbgs having 
ESACA 003S34.5 sections (reference 6), an angle of attack of O", no 
twist, and no fillets at the spinner m cowling junctures were selected 
for representative propeller-ehank clearance requirements. The design 
of the cowlgapwasbaseduponthe recommsMatfons of reference 2, with 
an assumed full-scale clearance gap of 0.375 inches between the rotating 
and stationsxy portions of the cowl. 32~ struts, equally spaced at 
angular intervals of 60° stat-t- fremtop ce&er,were Included for 
access~ive housings and structural support of the spinner. These 
struts spamed the duct radially at a statfon upstream of the compressor 
inlet snd were faired into the duct contours with generous'fillets. The 
midspan portions of the struts had lQACA 0020-64 sectilons. The relatively 
long duct between the cowl gap and the comq?ressor inlet was included in 
the originaldesigntopermitthe adaptationofthe Melt0 anE-type 
cawling for a dualrotation propeller. 
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Bstrumsntation of the Model 

NACA RM A51E03 

F-lush orifices were installed in the model at the locations listed 
in table II. In addition to these, nine flush orifices, equally spaced 
at angulez intervals of ho starting 15' from top center, were installed 
intheinner surface oftbe cowlgap9.85 inches fromthe leadingedge 
of the cowl (station 2, fig. 1). 

Three total-pressure tubes were located at station 2. These were 
O.O&iztch fndiamster,equaXLy spaced at angular intervals of120° 
starting 75O from top center, andapproximatelyalinedwiththe mean 
line of the cowl gap. 

Survey rakes were located at stations 3, 4, and 5 (fig. 1). 

The recovery rake at station 3 contained a total of 42 total- 
pressure tubes. A groups of 21 tubes (seven tubes spaced at angular 
Intervals of 6.75O at each of three radii) was centered behind the 
prop3ller-blade-shank fairing 315O from the top center. Also, seven 
tubes were distributed radially across the duct at each of three loca- 
tions, 00, 90°, and 180° from the top center. 

The rake at the compressor inlet, station 4, was made up of 15 
static- and 35 total-pressure tubes. 5 35 total-pressure tubes were 
distributed in the duct In a t-tern such that each was located at the 
center of an area equal to 1 p" 35 of the total duct area in order to pep 
mit the use of an integrating manometer in setting the= mass rate of flow 
in the duct. A drawing of the rake pattern at station 4 is shown in 
figure 3. 

A drags-y rake containixg ll static- and 42 total~essure 
tubes was located at station 5 on the uppermost surface of the model. 

Surface-pressure distributions, cowl-gap flow, total~essure 
recoveries, and momentum losses in the cowl wake were Hleasured for the 
model at an angle of attack of Oo with the cowling stationsry. The cowl 
was positioned so that the four propellel-blade-shank fairings were 45O, 
135O, 225O, and 315" from top center, respsutively. All pressure meas- 
urements were indicated on multitube nanometers and recorded silllultan- 
eouslybyphotogra#hicmesns. 

With the inlet-pelocity ratio varied wer the maxImum range attain- 
able by mans of the throttle near the duct exit (fig. 1), data were 
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obtained for the folle conditions: (1) for a Reynolds number (based 
onthe nmxlmumdiauleter of the cowl) of 1.80 millionthroughaMELchnuD+ 
ber range of 0.23 to 0.88, and (2) for Reynolds nur.ibers of 5.20 and 8.10 
mfllion and a Mach number of 0.23. The tests were conducted fn two 
parts: (1) with the rakes installed at stations 2, 4, and 5, and (2) 
tith the rakes lnstalled at stations 2, 3, and 4. 

CCBRFCTIORS 

5 method presented in reference 7 was used to estimate the tunnel 
constriction effects on the flow at the model. The magnitude of the 
corrections applied to the Mach nu&er and to the dynamic pressure is 
-cated in the following tabulation: 

Corrected 
Machnu&er 

Uncorrected 
Machnuniber 

Corrected qo 
Uncorrected qn 

lo.88 

:E 
.82 

:; 

:% 
l 23 

0.866 
.048 
,830 
.812 

:;g 
.6g6 
-598 
.230 

1.018 
1.015 
1.014 
1.012 
1.ol.l 
1-W 
1.007 
1.006 
1,004 

Priortothe installationofthe modelinthetunnel, the rake at 
statian 4 was calibrated against a standard A.S.M.E. orifice meter 
through the range of mass rate of flow anticipated for the model tests. 
A correction to the mass rate of flow indfcated by the rake at station 4 
was made on the basis of this calibration. 

RESTJTiTS AHD DISCUSSIOR 

PressureGoefficielrt Distributions 

Pressure coefficients on the cowl.- The distributions of the pres- 
sure coefficient on the external surface of the cowl are shown in 
figure 4 for the range of Mach numbers and inlet-velocity ratios of the 
tests. The minimum inlet-Ipelocity ratio was attainsa when the movable 
%Chs measured choking Mach number of the wind tuonel with the model 

installea was 0.92. 
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throttle was in a closed position (fig. 1). Since the throttle made an 
imperfect seal with the afterbody of the model, permitting some leakage 
through the throttle, the minimum inle+velocity ratio resulted from the 
sum of the flow through the throttle and the flow through the cowl gap. 
The maximum inJ.etivelocity ratio was attained when the ratio of the 
pressure at the inlet toths pressure at the exit of the duct was amax- 
imum or when choking occurred at the compressor inlet where the duct 
area was a Hnimum. 

The coqu?essibility effects on the distribution of pressure coeffi- 
cient on the cowl, for various inletielocity ratios, may be seen In 
figure 4. In general, increasing the Mach nm&er resulted in more posi- 
tive pressure coefficients over approximately the forward 10 percent of 
the cowl and more negative pressure coefficients on the rear 80 percent 
of its length. For inlet-velocity ratios less than about 0.15, negative 
pressure-coefficient peaks occurred on the forward portion of the cowl. 
At and above the design inlet-velocity ratio of 0.3 the pressure distri- 
butions over the forward portion of the cowl were generally favorable, 

Figure 4 also shows a negatfve press ure-coefficient peak on the aft 
portion of the cowl between 0.7 esd 0.8 of the cowl length behind the 
nose, which is ti general agreement tith the data presented for the 
NACA l+O-100 inlet in references 4 and 5, figures 7 and 6(e) respec- 
tively. 5 similarityinboth shape andmsgn$tude of the pressure- 
coefficient distributions reported heretito the pressur=oefficfent 
distributions reported in references 4 and 5 for the RACA l+lOO inlet 
(no gap) for compsxable Mach mmibers and inletqlocity ratios indicates 
that the leakage air flow through the cowl gap had little effect on the 
extermal pressure-coefficient distributions. 

For the range of inletqeloclty ratios of the test, the data of 
figures 4(i), 5(a), and 5(b) show no significant effects of Reynolds num- 
ber on the press- oefficient distributions on the external surface of 
the cowl for the range of Reynolds numbers bet-en 1.8 and 8.1 million. 

Pressure coefficients on the inner lip of the cowl.- The pressure- 
coefficient distributions on the inner lip of the cowl are shown In 
fives 6 antt 7. In general, increasing Mach nuxiher resulted in more 
positive pressure coefficients for the lower izilet4elocity ratios. 
Increasing the iziLet-velocity ratio above 8bomt 0.35 resulted in the for- 
mation of pressure--c oefficient peaks near 0.025 of the cowl length. 
Except at a Mach number of 0.23 and excluding the data for longitudinal 
statian 0, the inlet+velocity ratios of these tests were not large enough 
to produce static pressures inside the cowl less than the free+tream 
static pressure. 
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Figures 6(i), 7(a), and 7(b) show little change in the pressure- 
coefficient distributions due to.increasing the Reynolds nun&er from 1.8 
to 8.1 miuion. 

Pressure coefficients on the spirtner.- 5 pressure-coefficient 
distributions on the spinner are presented in figures 8 and 9. For 
inlet-velocity ratios greater than about 0.3, the distributions show 
favorable pressure gradients up to about 0.7 of the spinner length with 
pressure recovery occurring behind this station. For the test condi- 
tions covered, the minimum static pressure on the spinner was alwsys 
greater than the free-stream static pressure. Comparison of the data of 
figure 8 for equal inletielocity ratios micates little effect of w 
pressibility on the distributions of the pressure coefficient, and 
similarly, figures S(I), g(a), and g(b) show little change in the 
pressure-coefficient distributions due to an increase of the Reynolds 
nuder from 1.8 to 8.1 million. 

L 

Fressure coefficients on the propell.eriblade~+m fairings.- 
Figures 10 and ll show the pressure-coefficient distributions at radii 
of 3 and4 inches ontheprqpeller-blad~hankfairings. For Wet- 
velocity ratios greater than about 0.3, the faking pressure gradients 
were favorable up to about 0.3 of the fairfng chord length, tith pressure 
recovery occurring behinathis station. It is of interest to note that 
the favorable pressure gradients on the spinner and propeller+lad~h 
faTring term3nated at approximately the same longitudinal position, since 
0.3 of the propeUel;blade+hsnkfairingle 

T 
h and 0.7 of the sp2nner 

length carrespondedto distances of 4.9 and .7 Whes, respectively, 
from the leading edge of the cowl. 5 static pressure on the fairing 
w&8 nowhere less than the freHtream static pressure. The pressure- 
coefficient distributions on the fatitngs were little affected by etther 
fncreasing Bach number or increasfng Reynolds number. 

Crfiical Mach lbaiber 

5 variation with Mach number of the minimum pressure coefficients 
on the cowl, from cross plots of the data of figure 4, is shown fn 
figure 12 for constant inlet-velocity ratios fromO.10 to 0.50, and the 
resulting vsriation of the criticallkch nuniber with inle-kvelocity 
ratio is shown in figure 13. The critical kch nnriber of O-83 at an 
inletqlocity ratio of 0.3 is the value predicted for the cowl from the 
design chart (fig. 53) of reference 3. 5 critical Mach nu&er was 

r little affected by increasing the inle+velocity ratio above 0.25. 
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Cowl-Gap Flow 

WE-type cowlingrequiresthatmore airbetakeninthroughthe 
inlet than is needed for the engine in order to make up for the leak 
flow through the clearance gap between the rotating and stationary parts 
of the cowl. 5 present tests provide infomnation regard- the magni- 
tude of the gap flow and its effects on the external and internal flows 
for this specific gap design, 

The variation with inletielocity ratio of the average pressure 
coefficients measured in the cowl-gap exit, station 2, is shown in 
figure 14 for the range of Mach numbers of the tests. Figure 15 shows 
the variation with inlet-velocity ratio of the ratio of the average total 
pressure in the cowl-gap exit to the average total pressure inside the 
car1 at station 3. As shown in figure 15, the maximmtotal-pressure 
loss through the cowl gap for high Mach nmibers and inlet-velocity ratios 
was only of the order of 7 percent, and for the design condition (a Mach 
number of 0.8 u an inlet-velocity ratio of.0.3) the cowl-gap total- 
pressure loss was less than 3 percent. Since the total-pressure losses 
throughthe cowlgapwere smallandthe leakage airflowthroughthe 
cowl gap had little effect on the external pressur-oefficfent distri- 
butions, as previously discussed, the gap design is considered satis- 
factory. 

An orifice 
relationship 

coefficient for the cowl gap may be expressed by the 

which is derived from the method discussed in reference 1. In this 
expression, the quantities represented by the symbols are as follows: 

wa2 weight rate of flow through the cowl gap masured at station 2 

g 

A2 

F 

standard acceleration of gravity 

cross-sectional area of the cowl gap at station 2 

average of the mass density of the air on the cowling surface 
at the gap exit and the xmss density of the air inside the 
cowl Just upstream of the cowl gap 

H3 average total pressure at station 3 
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PC local static pressure on the cowling surface at the gap exit 
(As used herein, pc is obtained from figure 4 as the average 
of the pressures measured at the orifices just upstream and 
downstream of the gap exit.) 

The vsriatfon of the measured cow&gap weight flow with the comprrted 
function gA2 Jz(Ji&%) is shown in figure 16 for the range of Mach 
ntiers of the tests. The numerical average of the orifice coefficients 
for the cowl gap, obtained from the data of figure 16 and shown therein 
as a dashed line, fs 0.68. This value is in good agreement with the 
value presented in reference 1. 

The ratio of the weight rate of flow through the cowl gap (Waz> to 
the weight rate of flow through the inlet (Wa,) Is shown in figure 17 
as a function of the inlet-velocity ratio for the range of Mach numbers 
of the tests. k general, the portion of the inlet flow discharged 
through the cowl gap steadily increased with decreasing inlet-velocity 
ratio until, at an inlet-velocity ratio of about 0.06, there was no flow 
through the compressor inlet and all the afr entering the inlet was dis- 
chargedthroughthe cowl gap. For inlet*elocity ratios less than 
about 0.7, increasing the Mach number resulted in a reduction fn this 
weight-flow ratio. For the design Xach nu&er of 0.80 and an inlet- 
velocity ratio of 0.3, the weight-flow ratio was about 0.19 whkh cow .r.--7 1 
pares favorably with the estimated weight-flow ratio allowed for in the 
selection of the cowling. 

RamRecovery 

As used throughout this report, the average recovery at a given 
radius of the duct is the numerical average of the recweries at the . tubes of the survey rake at that radius, and the average recovery at a 
given station in the duct is the nmrical average of the recoveries at 
all the tubes of the rake, Because of the particular spacing of the 
total-pressure tubes in the compressor-inlet rake, the numerical averages 
of the recoveries at all the tubes of the rake were weighted averages 
based on area. 

Ram recovery at station 3.- Figure 18 shows the effects of the 
variation of Mach number and inlet-velocity ratio on the radial distri- 
bution of the pressure recovery at station 3, which is dawnstream of the 
propeller+lade+hank falrings and the cowl gap. In general, the rant- 
recovery ratio decreased with increasing i&et--velocity ratio and was 
highest near the outer portion of the duct, possibly due to the diver- 
sion of a portion of the flow through the cowl gap upstream of the survey 
station. For a given Mach number and inleMlocfty ratio, the ran+ 
recovery ratio distributions between radii of 3.3 and 4.2 inches were 
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nearly the same at the top, bottom, and side of the duct. However, 
differences in the distribution at top, side, and bottom were evident 
near the inner surface of the duct and possibly may be attributed to 
local surface discontinuities at adjoining parts of the spinner just 
upstream of the rake. Figures 19 and x) show the circumferential varia- 
tion of the ranrrecovery ratio at three radii (fig. 19) and an average of 
the three (fig. 20) for Mach nw.&ers of 0.23, 0.80, and 0.88. The raw 
recovery ratios shown in figures 19 and 20 for angular stations of 270° 
and 360° are the averages of the ranrrecwery ratios at the top, side, 
and bottom of the duct obtained from the data of figure 18 for the three 
radii noted in figures 19 and 20. The large losses in the central region 
of the quadrant occurred inthe wake of the propeller;blade+hank fair- 
ing, but these losses would be more evenly distributed around the duct 
for a rotating cowling at the design condition. 

The separate effects of variation of the inlet+locity ratio and 
Mach number on the ram recovery at station 3 are summar ized in figures 21 
and 22, respectively. The changes in the ranrrecovery ratios resulted 
almost entirely from variation of the inlet~elocity ratio. For inlet- 
velocity ratios up to 0.6, the ram-recovery ratios at station 3 were 
about 0.98. 

Ram recovery at the compressor inlet.- Figure 23 showsthetypical 
circumferential variation of the ramrecovery ratio for one radius at the 
compressor inlet. The lower rwecovery ratios occurred in the wakes 
from the propeller&ade-shank fairings and the strut fairings. The 
effects of variation of the inlet+velocity ratio on the average r= 
recovery ratios at three radii at the compressor inlet are sm ized in 
figure 24. The low pressure recovery evident neer the central body sur- 
face was apparently due to the boundary-layer flow in the duct. 
Figure 25 further slmmvlr fzes the combined effects of variation of the 
inletielocity ratio and Mach number on the- pressure recweries at the 
compressor inlet. For all three radii (figs. B(a), a(b), and 2!?(c)), 
variation of the inlet+velocity ratio again had a greater effect on the 
average rwecwery ratios than did an ticrease in Mach nuviber. 

Figure a(d) presents the average ranrrecovery ratios at the COP 
pressor inlet. In general, for inlet-velodity ratios of 0.4 or less the 
average ranrrecovery ratio at the compressor inlet exceeded 0.98 for the 
range of &ch numbers of the test. For the design condition, an inlet- 
velocity ratio of 0.3 at a Mach number of 0.8, the average ram-recovery 
ratio at the compressor inlet was 0.99. 

Figure 26 shows the effects of Reynolds nu&er in the range between 
1.8 and 8.1 million on the average ranrrecwery ratios at the compressor 
inlet. Increasing the Reynolds number resulted in higher ramrecovery 
ratios throughout the test range of inletqlocity ratios. 
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Contours of the total pressure at the compressor inlet of the model 
are shown in figure 27 for the design Mach number and inlet~elocity 
ratio. Additional values of the deviation of total pressure from aver- 
age values at three radii at the compressor inlet are tabulated in 
table III for various inlet-velocity ratios at the three Mach numbers 
compared throughout this report. 

v .- Trend lfnes connecting the average Wecovery ratios at 
the inlet where an average recovery ratio of 1.00 is assumed), 
station 3, and the compressor inlet are shown fn figure 28 for &ch nux~ 
hers of 0.88, 0.80, and 0.23. These lines merely provide an indication 
of the variation of the average rmecovery ratfo with increasing dis- 
tance along the duct and are not msant to represent the absolute distri- 
bution of recovery along the duct. The average ram recovery decreased 
with increasing distance from-the inlet, as would be expected, except 
for inlet-velocity ratios less than about 0.25 at a Wch number of 0.23 
where the indicated change in recovery between stations 3 and 4 is 
within the experimentsl accuracy of the measuremnts at this Mach number. 

Wakedurvey Drag 

Figure 29 presents atypical radialvsriation of the point-drag 
cosfficltent calculated by the s&hod discussed in reference 8 from the 
local momentum defect in the flow at the tubes of the drag-survey rake 
at station 5 (fig. 1). The variation with inle-kvelocity ratio of the 
external4rag coefficient is shown in figure 30, and the compressibility 
effects on the external-drag coefficients sre s ummarized in ffgure 31 
for constant values of inlet~elocity ratio. 

The increase in drag with decreasing inlet~elocity ratio throu@;h- 
out the Each number range is believed to result from the formation of 
negative pressure-c oefficient peaks on the cowl and from the discharge 
of lwnergy air from the cowl gap. 

The variation of the external+rag coefficient with inlet-velocity 
ratio at Reynolds nunibers of 5,2OO,OOO and ~,~OO,OOO is shown in 
figure 32, and the effect of the Reynolds number on the drag for a COW 
stant Kach number is shown In figure 33. These data show only small 
changes in external drag wfth variation of the inlet-velocfty-ratio as 
the Reynolds nuder was increased above 1.8 million. The gradual 
decrease of drag tith increasing Reynolds number may be attributed to a 
reduction of the skiasPrictio&ag coefficient with increasing Reynolds 
number. 

, 
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The following remarks may be mde regarding an investigation of the 
effects of Mach number and Reynolds number on the characteristics of the 
internal and external flow about an E4ype cowling at an angle of attack 
of O" and with the cowl stationary. 

For a given inlet-velocity ratio, increasing either the Mach number 
or the Reynolds number in the ranges reported herein resulted in only 
small changes in the pressure recoveries in the duct and in the external- 
drag coefficient of the'cowl. 

For inlet-velocity ratios greater than about 0.30, increasing the 
Mach nuder resulted in a slight decrease in the m3nhw.m pressure coef- 
ficient on the cowl for Mach numbers up to about 0.7, with a rather 
rapid decrease as the Mach number was further increased to 0.88. The 
measured critlcal Mach number of the cowl increased from 0.72 for an 
inlet~elocity ratio of 0.1 to 0.83 for inlet-velocity ratios of 0.3 and 
above. 

Significant changes in the characteristics of the flow about the 
cowl occurred with variation of the inlet-velocity ratio. Generally, 
increasm the inlet-velocity ratio resulted in more positive pressure 
coefficients on the external surface of the cowl, lower ranrrecovery 
ratios in the duct, and decreasing external-drag coefficients for the 
cowl. For inlet--pelocity ratios less than about 0.15, negative pressure- 
coefficient peaks occurred near the leading edge of the cowl. For s.n 
inlet velocity ratio of about 0.06, no flow entered the compressor inlet 
and all the air entering the cowl inlet was discharged through the cowl 
iw. 

The cowl-gap leakage air flow had little effect on the external 
pressureeoefficient distributions. The total-pressure losses through 
the cowlgapwere small. 

Average rw covery ratios at the compressor fnlet were 0.98 or 
higher throughout the Mach ntier range for inlet-velocity ratios of 0.4 
or less. 

Alnes Aeronautical. Laboratory, 
Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABIX I.- EJJ!IT!EC~COCIW)~S 

[Coordinates in inches] 
, 

0 25$ 3.654 B-w --- --- 

:g y&l --- 0 --- --- 

075 3:571 -633 IIT 111 
1.00 3.639 .g4g --- --- 
1.w 3.779 1.390 mm- --- 
2.00 3.910 1.715 --- --- 
;:% 1.983 2.210 --- --- --- --- 

::g 5.412 - 4.452 2.399 2.309 --- --- 0 .301 
4.678 2.559 --- 0553 
4.837 2.683 --- .701 

5.00 4.943 2.779 --- 
65:z 5.d 5.023 2.849 2.&37 --- --- 

:g; 
.835 

6.50 5.004 2.900 --- .799 
4.952 --- 2.900 .720 

%i 
--- 2.900 

6.392 :E 
6.465 I& 1:: 

E:gE 
.202 

6.501 2.900 *on 9.75 6.627 --- 
10.00 '6.568 

2.900 
2.900 --- 

10.50 s.665 4.360 --- 2.90 --- 

2:: 2.9 2.900 --- --- 

E:$ 2.900 2.goo --- --- 
13.00 2.900 --- 

szz 4.360 --- 
14150 

2.900 2.900 --- --- 
2.900 --- 

15.00 6.987 2.900 mm- 
15.50 6.996 2.900 --- 
16.00 
16.38 8:E --- 2g-Z 

--- 
--- 

18.80 --- 
19.00 m-m ;:gg ITI 
19.40 

II- 
2.830 --- 

19.&l --- --- 
20.80 

2.720 
--- --- 

21.20 --- 3.660 
2.290 

--- --- 
2l.60 

2.070 
--- 3.530 --- 1.850 -em 

g:: --- 3.420 --- 1.640 --- 

23.35 II,- 1':g ,'I,- 
24.35 --- --- 1.250 c-- 

These radii which form the- cowl-ap exit are smaller than the corresponding 
HzlCA l-series radii. 
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!I!ABIE II.- STATIC CRlFIClZ LOCATIONSFOB 
THE-COWLTNG 

[&inches fromleading edge of cawl] 

Orifices in 
Orifices in Orifices in Orifices in 

EACA surface of spinner propeller+lad* 
l-51-117 

cowl surf ace, cowl inner lip, surface) shank fairblg 
surf ace, 

in vertical in vertical in vertical 
plane of plazxe of plane of on uppermost 

surface of 
symmetryon symmetryon symrnetrg on 
uppermost uppermost uppermost the faking at 

315O from the 
surface surface surface top cede+ 

0 0.16 0.50 3.25 
.16 
-32 :E 

.80 3.39 
1.10 3.53 

.64 -96 1.70 .96 1.28 2.30 2% 
1.28 1.60 2.80 4137 

1.60 2.40 3.70 2.40 --- 4.10 5-z; 

9% L-D --- 4.70 
6140 

6105 6.61 
--- ;:g 7.17 

8.00 --- 6.50 
11.20 --- 7.10 as 
12.80 --- 

78*$ 
8157 

14.40 -a- --- 
16.38 --- 8:go -mm 

%'ourteen orifices at each of two radii, 3 and 4 Inches. rjgg- , 

c 

.A 



'IIABII III.-TRX VARIATIONUP TUJXLIRF8saRE IXTHEDGCTATIPHE: 
C-SOW INlET (S'.MIOH 4). R, 1,800,ooO 
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tel Dimensions shown in h&es 

* JO 
8 - P 26 

b .22 

.I 8 
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Distance from leoding edge of cowl, in. 

Figure I .-Model orrongement ond duct areo distributh. 
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Figure 2.- The model NACA l--eerie8 E-type cowling mounted in the 124oot 
pressure wind tunnel. 

t 
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Top center /ine 

25 

Oufer surfuce of duct surfuce of duct 

Figwe 3 .- The /ocufion und designofion of the toto/- pfessufe 

tubes at the compressor inlet Istution 4). 
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